6. Conclusion

The preceding chapters examined the four distinctive aspects of East
Asian Confucian humanism. Yet one question remains: among the four
aspects of Confucian humanism, which was the most important and
7F?52>6?E2=
In my view, the most important among these distinctive aspects
was the East Asian Confucians’ deep immersion in historical consciousness. In their eyes, the ‘human person’ was not merely homo
economicus or homo politicus, but was deeply imbued with a sense of
‘temporality’—and was thus homo historicus. Indeed, since the ‘human person’ in the East Asian Confucian tradition had such a pro7@F?5 D6?D6 @7 E:>6 4@?D4:@FD?6DD H6 2C6 ;FDE:W65 :? =236=:?8 E92E
person as ‘multi-dimensional.’ Legend has it that @?7F4:FD SEC2?Dmitted the ancient traditions of Yao and (9F?2?50P1>@56=6527E6C
and made brilliant the systems of King Wen and King Wu.”1 Following Confucius, East Asian Confucian humanism continued to exhibit
a profound sense of time. It is important to note that time in East Asian
Confucian thought was not2D@CE@7 2?E:2?EC2?D46?56?E2=S7@C>@7
intuition.”2 Rather, it was indelibly marked by the human estate; it incorporated the dynamic context of each age, as well as all varieties of
personal manifestations, etc. Time was by no means simply a mechanical record of celestial cycles. Many Confucians regarded ‘universal
laws,’ such as ‘the Way’ and ‘Principle,’ and ‘Eternal Paragons’ such
1
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chap. 30, 111.
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as ‘Yao,’ ‘Shun’ and the ‘Three Dynasties,’ as standards to follow, and
H@C<6592C5E@7F=W==E96>:?E96:C@H?E:>6D)96J4@?DECF4E65
various material contents of each dynasty in repeated cycles. Thus, the
Qin, Han, Tang and Song dynasties all went through cycles of establishment, decline, dynastic renewal and destruction. Some were corrupt and weak, with many disturbances and upheavals, while others set
up grand programs that were praised, honored and celebrated by posterity. Historians later approved them, and their deeds were deemed to
be worthy models for pacifying the world.3 In Confucian culture, the
D:8?:W42?462?5G2=F6@79F>2?=:76=2J:?E966I:DE6?E:2=AC@46DD@7
studying and grasping the moral paradigms of history. The reason why
these moral paradigms could be adopted in different eras of human
history was that the concept of time in that Confucian culture included
2UDFAC2E6>A@C2=V492C24E6C2DED:2?@?7F4:2?D27WC>65E92EE96
study of history should be aimed at grasping a ‘supra-temporal’ principle, such as ‘the Way’ or ‘Principle’ or the foundational ‘moral imperative,’ and its ultimate goal was to realize the moral paradigms exactly
in their own time and place.
Deeply imbued with this sense of time, the East Asian Confucians
believed that time was the shaping force of history.4 Their belief was
much unlike that of the ancient Greeks who saw time as a force that
would destroy the memory of the great events recorded in human history.5 Over time, the East Asian ‘historical consciousness’ was elaborated and became the most important feature of East Asian Confucian
humanism.
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Although East Asian Confucians dwelt in the different social and
political environments of China, Japan and Korea, they were all imbued
with this ‘sense of history’ and shared, ancient ‘core values.’ They believed deeply in ‘the perfectibility of the human person’ and considered
the human ‘self’ to be a free subjectivity capable of making moral determinations. They held that people should undertake ceaseless ‘cultivation of the body’ in order to achieve a ‘mind-body continuum.’ In East
Asian Confucian humanistic thought, there was no Cartesian bifurcation of mind and body since, in their view, the human ‘body’ was transformed from a mere ‘physical body’ into what Maurice Merleau-Ponty
(1908-1961) called a ‘phenomenal body.’ Hence, the body’s ‘space’ was
not considered as a kind of objective ‘space’; in their hands the body
became a sort of mind-body ‘chiasma.’6 Indeed, this was a body that
had undergone long-term immersion in the cultural tradition and values in order to become a Confucian ‘body.’ Because they shared a com>@?D6E@74@C6G2=F6DE92EC6X64E65E96D65:>6?E2E:@?@79:DE@CJE96J
saw the ‘self’ and the ‘other’ in present concrete interactions as experiencing inevitable tensions and clashes; yet they could still realize mutual a harmony on the basis of their shared cultural identity. In a word,
East Asian Confucian humanism displayed a certain ‘Confucian Communitarianism.’ In the relationship between the ‘human person’ and
‘nature,’ East Asian Confucians regarded the human being as a ‘moral
A6CD@?V2?5E96F?:G6CD62D2U>@C2=F?:G6CD6V2?536=:6G65WC>=JE92E
persons, cosmos and nature could form a ‘homo-cosmic continuum.’
In East Asian Confucian humanism, there was no Faustian spirit. East
Asian Confucians held that once ‘persons’ had transcended deeply into
their own nature, they would be able to understand the ultimate reality
of the universe. @?7F4:FDV@H?2DD6CE:@?E92ESEW7EJF?56CDE@@5
the Mandate of Heaven,” was an exquisite expression of the relationship of resonance between the ‘human person’ and the ‘universe.’
Finally, if East Asian Confucian humanism took historical consciousness as the axis for connecting ‘body’ and ‘mind,’ ‘self’ and
‘other,’ ‘culture’ and ‘nature,’ how then are we to resolve the tension
between the ‘historicity’ and ‘transcendence’ of the human person in
2DED:2?@?7F4:2?9F>2?:DE:4E9@F89E
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In pondering this key question for Confucian humanism, I always
think of @?7F4:FDV?@E:@?@7E96S"2?52E6@762G6?T?E9623@G6
discussion on the hermeneutical circle between the ‘human person’
and ‘nature’ (Chapter 2: The ‘Heart’ as the Mind-Heart of Personal@D>:4"6D@A9JD:4D6IA=2:?65E92EE96S"2?52E6@762G6?T2
pears directly in the daily lives of the people, and added that it is only
in the round of daily interpersonal activities that one can intuit the
transcendent moral imperative and experience which resonate with the
ultimate reality of the universe.
If we ventured to say that East Asian Confucians stressed that the
moral endowment of the human person could be realized only in daily
practice, such that the Confucian ‘person’ was a ‘moral person,’ then
E96U8@DA6=V@7A6CD@?D:?EF:E:?8E96S"2?52E6@762G6?TD9@F=5C676C
to the ‘person’ as a ‘religious person.’ In this way, East Asian Confucianism healed the tension between the ‘religious person’ and the
‘moral person.’ On one hand, the ‘religious person’ of East Asian Confucianism had the characteristics expressed in Chapter 27 of The Doctrine of the Mean: utmost loftiness and brilliance, transcendence (entering the absolutely transcendent realm of the divine), and standing at
the apex. "6?4:FDDA@<6@7S24E:?8:?F?:D@?H:E9962G6?23@G62?5
62CE936=@HT2?5F?:E:?8H:E9E96SF=E:>2E6C62=:EJT@7E96F?:G6CD6
But, the ‘person’ as a ‘moral person’ dwells at ease in the mundane
H@C=52?5S7@==@HDE96A2E9@7E96"62?TH96?72465H:E9E963:EE6C
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the ‘religious person’ must also be a ‘moral person.’ Indeed, while the
‘moral person’ was foundational, these two sides were dialectically related or, as /9F-:AFE:ES:?D6A2C23=6J6E5:DE:?8F:D923=6T
>:5E96:?E:>2E6C6=2E:@?DRE96DJ>3:@E:4X@FC:D9:?82?5C6D@
nance—between the transcendental Mandate of Heaven and the human person, East Asian Confucianisms, born as they are into a life
steeped in historical culture, exhibit the humanistic world of thought
where all the polarities of immanence and transcendence, secular and
sacred, historical and supra-historical are merged into a harmonious
whole.

